
Shapes Of Nature

Emma Perrin

Butterfly Moments:

1. Kahukowhai Black ink on paper,  Original drawing $360

2. pepe parahua Black ink on paper, Original drawing $360

3. Papata Black ink on paper, Original drawing $360

The Beginning:

4. I Have Never Seen a Whistling Frog Limited Edition Giclée fine art print $180

5. Small Kiwi & Insects Limited Edition Giclée fine art print $180

Dreaming in Colour

6. Among Seashells Mixed media on paper; Original drawing $840

7. Under The Pohutukawa Mixed media on paper, Original drawing $840

8. Above The Flax Limited Edition Giclée fine art print $250

9. Between Fantails Limited Edition Giclée fine art print $250

Wisdom From The Plant People:

10. Part Of the Same Black ink on paper, Original drawing $150

11. My Soul Is Singing Black ink on paper, Original drawing $150

12. Dream Black ink on paper, Original drawing $150



Bryony Bedggood
13. Gingko cyanotype, original $650

14. Hellebore cyanotype, original $650

15. Wisteria cyanotype, original $650

16. Jasmine cyanotype, print on mounting $400

Luna Series

17. Forget-me-not Moon cyanotype original $350

18. Aquilegia Pale Moon cyanotype original $350

19. Aquilegia Moon cyanotype print $280

20. Maple Moon cyanotype print $280

21. Gingko Moon cyanotype print $280

22. Meadow Moon cyanotype print $280

Linear Silk Series

23. Assam & Shepherd's Purse cyanotype, print $320

24. Assam & Evening Primrose cyanotype, print $320

25. Assam & Jasmine cyanotype, print $320

26. Assam & Verbena cyanotype, print $320

27. Assam & Fennel cyanotype, original $800

28. Assam & Honeysuckle cyanotype, original $800

Graphite Series

29. Indigo Sprig cyanotype, watercolour graphite & ink Original $120

30. White Sprig cyanotype, watercolour graphite & ink Original $120

31. Maple Daisy cyanotype, watercolour graphite & ink Print $200

32. Poppy cyanotype, watercolour graphite & ink Print $200

33. Blooms cyanotype, watercolour graphite & ink Print $200

34. Hydrangea Pinwheel cyanotype, watercolour graphite & ink Print $250



Emma Perrin

This is the story about how I came to
New Zealand from Denmark:

In 1976 there was a young man from
Darfield in New Zealand, 19 years old, who
wanted to see the world. He traveled to
Israel to pluck oranges. Then he traveled
to Sweden to play rugby, and somehow
ended up in Copenhagen Denmark where
he met my mum. They got married and in
1988 I was born.

Like my dad I loved to draw and write, and
I loved to hear him tell stories about
growing up in a country far far away. A
place in the middle of the sea, where they
had mountains, enormous trees, and birds

I could only imagine.

In October 2019 I made the big decision to move to New Zealand because an old friend of my
dad offered me a job in his family run dolphin watching business in Akaroa – and I thought “why
not give it a go – it's now or never!”.

I was meant to only work as a guide for 6 months, but when that time was up, I didn’t want to
leave, and they didn’t want me to.

Now I live in Akaroa with my partner Alex and our wee baby girl Bowie. It is very special for me
to be back in the hills where my ancestors once lived.

I miss my parents, family and friends in Denmark, but I love my new life here on "the other side"
of the world where I have a deep sense of belonging.

The New Zealand nature and wildlife have fascinated me since I was a child. Living here now
and being part of it has only triggered my interest and fascination even more, and I find my
drawing evolves and grows with new inspiration every day.



About my work and process:

I have a master’s degree in illustration, specialized in children's book illustration and comic art.
I am currently freelancing as an illustrator while focusing on my art. I (hardly) ever sketch before
drawing, I prefer working intuitively, just following the ink pen where it takes me.

Wisdom From The Plant People is a collection of quirky ink creatures who wish to calm and
guide the overthinking mind into daily happiness and growth. The words are not from me, they
are theirs and I want them to get credit for that.

Dreaming In Colour, The Beginning, Butterfly Moments
These pattern-based drawings mixed with animals of New Zealand is a “new” way of working for
me starting when I moved here 3.5 years ago. It began as a morning drawing exercise, a way to
calm the mind and a practice in not over-thinking, just starting in the center of the paper without
planning further.

I dove deeper into this way of working and it developed into 3 collections; one in colour and two
in black and white; representing the connection between everything in nature and how it all
evolved from the same starting point.

The text and wildlife in The Beginning collection and Butterfly Moments are drawn and written
after Baden Powell's book: “Powell´s Native Animals of New Zealand”, a book I often find
inspiration in and one of the ways for me to always learn more about the beautiful wildlife living
here.



Bryony Bedggood

Flora and Fauna have always held a fascination for
me, one that can be explored in so many different
ways. As a child I foraged on the many beach and
hill walks with my Dad, and I'd arrive home with
pockets full and the footwell of the car littered with
found treasures - nothing much has changed!

The collection of works in this exhibition has taken
me away from my usual mode of creativity which is
usually drawn to the more intricate details of nature.
With Cyanotypes there is a wild alchemy at play
which has forced me to let go and just follow the
process.

I still have elements of control, where I've
introduced structure with watercolour graphite and
ink or altered the printing solution and levels of
exposure to sunlight. The rest is up to the natural

chemistry of the plants.

Flora and Fauna have always held a fascination for me, one that can be explored in so many
different ways. As a child I foraged on the many beach and hill walks with my Dad, and I'd arrive
home with pockets full and the footwell of the car littered with found treasures - nothing much
has changed!

The collection of works in this exhibition has taken me away from my usual mode of creativity
which is usually drawn to the more intricate details of nature.
With Cyanotypes there is a wild alchemy at play which has forced me to let go and just follow
the process.

I still have elements of control, where I've introduced structure with watercolour graphite and ink
or altered the printing solution and levels of exposure to sunlight. The rest is up to the natural
chemistry of the plants.

Working with the seasons, both in terms of light and specimens, there is an element of fragility,
that time is of the essence, and I love that this can take a piece in unexpected directions,
revealing endless possibilities.



Down by the Liffey Gallery have an exciting and very unique exhibition currently on. ‘Shapes of
Nature’ features talented artists Emma Perrin and Bryony Bedggood with their detailed, unique
and extraordinary artworks. Both artists feature elements of the natural world, Emma’s works
with appearances from Native New Zealand Birds, and Bryony uses flora within her process as
her unique artworks come to life.



Emma Perrin says ‘In 1976 there was a young man from Darfield in New Zealand, 19 years old,
who wanted to see the world. He traveled to Israel to pluck oranges. Then he traveled to
Sweden to play rugby, and somehow ended up in Copenhagen Denmark where he met my
mum. They got married and in 1988 I was born. Like my dad I loved to draw and write, and I
loved to hear him tell stories about growing up in a country far far away. A place in the middle of
the sea, where they had mountains, enormous trees, and birds I could only imagine. In October
2019 I made the big decision to move to New Zealand because an old friend of my dad offered
me a job in his family run dolphin watching business in Akaroa – and I thought “why not give it a
go – it's now or never!”. I was meant to only work as a guide for 6 months, but when that time
was up, I didn’t want to leave, and they didn’t want me to. Now I live in Akaroa with my partner
Alex and our wee baby girl Bowie. It is very special for me to be back in the hills where my
ancestors once lived. I miss my parents, family and friends in Denmark, but I love my new life
here on "the other side" of the world where I have a deep sense of belonging. The New Zealand
nature and wildlife have fascinated me since I was a child. Living here now and being part of it
has only triggered my interest and fascination even more, and I find my drawing evolves and
grows with new inspiration every day.’

Emma further discusses her current work on display at the Liffey Gallery ‘Dreaming In Colour,
The Beginning, Butterfly Moments. These pattern-based drawings mixed with animals of New
Zealand is a “new” way of working for me starting when I moved here 3.5 years ago. It began as
a morning drawing exercise, a way to calm the mind and a practice in not over-thinking, just
starting in the center of the paper without planning further. I dove deeper into this way of
working and it developed into 3 collections; one in colour and two in black and white;
representing the connection between everything in nature and how it all evolved from the same
starting point. The text and wildlife in The Beginning collection and Butterfly Moments are drawn
and written after Baden Powell's book: “Powell´s Native Animals of New Zealand”, a book I often
find inspiration in and one of the ways for me to always learn more about the beautiful wildlife
living here.’

Bryony Bedggood talks about the inspiration behind her works ‘Flora and Fauna have always
held a fascination for me, one that can be explored in so many different ways. As a child I
foraged on the many beach and hill walks with my Dad, and I'd arrive home with pockets full and
the footwell of the car littered with found treasures - nothing much has changed! The collection
of works in this exhibition has taken me away from my usual mode of creativity which is usually
drawn to the more intricate details of nature.
With Cyanotypes there is a wild alchemy at play which has forced me to let go and just follow
the process. I still have elements of control, where I've introduced structure with watercolour
graphite and ink or altered the printing solution and levels of exposure to sunlight. The rest is up
to the natural chemistry of the plants. Flora and Fauna have always held a fascination for me,
one that can be explored in so many different ways. As a child I foraged on the many beach and
hill walks with my Dad, and I'd arrive home with pockets full and the footwell of the car littered
with found treasures - nothing much has changed! The collection of works in this exhibition has
taken me away from my usual mode of creativity which is usually drawn to the more intricate



details of nature. With Cyanotypes there is a wild alchemy at play which has forced me to let go
and just follow the process.  I still have elements of control, where I've introduced structure with
watercolour graphite and ink or altered the printing solution and levels of exposure to sunlight.
The rest is up to the natural chemistry of the plants. Working with the seasons, both in terms of
light and specimens, there is an element of fragility, that time is of the essence, and I love that
this can take a piece in unexpected directions, revealing endless possibilities.’

Both of these artists have worked incredibly hard on these artworks, and it is truly visible the
amount of hours that have gone into these pieces. Be sure to pop into Lincoln's very own
Gallery to treasure and take in the beautiful art that we have available from these two very
talented artists.


